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D3 Security Provides ‘Game-Changing’ Vertical Applications for Incident
Management Systems
Company’s incident reporting systems are completely customizable for companies in a wide
range of industries, providing for a true turnkey solution
VANCOUVER, BC – D3 Security Management Systems, Inc., a developer of security
management software, has announced that its industry-leading product is now available preconfigured for a variety of different industries.
Unlike other incident management software systems, D3 Security provides customized turnkey
solutions for organizations in industries such as healthcare, energy, utilities, financial services,
transportation, and higher education, with more industry verticals slated for release that include
corporate property management, technology and entertainment. Organizations are now able to
leverage D3 Security's vertical applications, which incorporate the company's wealth of
experience and expertise through out-of-the-box preconfigured forms, tasks and related reports.
“When it comes to incident reporting, the turnkey industry vertical applications implemented by
D3 Security are truly a game-changer,” said Gordon Benoit, president. “Our company continues
to be a leader in functionality and configurability for incident reporting systems, with solutions
that offer unparalleled information access control, reporting features and scalability."
D3 Security's vertical applications offer a prebuilt data model, providing a shortcut and faster
time to value than consumers can get with building solutions from scratch. By incorporating the
expertise and best practice capabilities of industry professionals, D3's applications include
predefined incident report forms, tasks, dashboards, metrics, workflows and reports on various
aspects of security, safety and compliance specific to each industry. This means that
organizations can be sure that they are always gathering the appropriate information, right from
the start.
The apps also offer guided analytics that help managers spot incident trends and leveraging
D3's industry-leading customization features, each system can be easily configured to meet the
exact requirements of each users.
“Because our security systems are customizable by the end-user, it’s easy for them to futureproof their applications for any changing requirements that may come up as time goes on,”
Benoit said.
###
About D3 Security Management Systems, Inc.:
Founded in 2002, D3 Security provides data-driven decision making designed to manage the
security, governance, risk management and compliance functions of organizations in a wide
range of industries. Its systems provide the most advanced incident reporting software,
computer-aided dispatch (CAD), security post orders, security guard tour patrol system, and
investigation case management systems available on the market. For more information, visit
http://www.D3Security.com.

